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Abstract—Scene-based spectrometer calibration is becoming
increasingly interesting due to the decreasing cost of computing
resources as compared with laboratory calibration costs. Three
of the most important instrument parameters needed for deriving surface reflectance products are per-band bandwidths, i.e.,
full-width at half-maximum, band centers, and spectral response
function (SRF) shape. Methods for scene-based bandwidth and
band center retrieval based on curve matching in the spectral
regions near well-known solar and atmospheric absorption features have been investigated with satisfying results. The goal of
this work is to establish the feasibility of per-band SRF shape
discernibility. To this end, at-sensor radiances in multiple application configurations have been modeled using Moderate-Resolution
Atmospheric Transmission (MODTRAN) 4 configured for the
currently being built Airborne Prism Experiment (APEX) imaging
spectrometer in its unbinned configuration (i.e., optimized for
spectral resolution). To establish SRF shape discernment feasibility, per-band MODTRAN 4 spectral “filter response function”
files have been generated for five common theoretical shapes using
APEX nominal bandwidth and band center specifications and
are provided as MODTRAN 4 input for the instrument model.
In several application configurations, the typically used Gaussian
SRF is used as reference and compared with radiances resulting
from hypothetical instruments based on the four other shapes to
detect differences in selected spectral subsets or “windows” near
well-known Fraunhofer features. A relative root-mean-square
metric is used to show that discernment in some cases is directly
feasible, and in others, feasible if noise reduction techniques (e.g.,
along-track averaging of homogeneous targets) are possible.
Index Terms—Airborne Prism Experiment (APEX), calibration, hyperspectral, MODTRAN.

I. I NTRODUCTION

F

OR MANY Earth observation applications, remotely
sensed spectral imagery is only useful after the derivation
of surface reflectance from a given airborne or spaceborne instrument’s radiance measurements. The atmospheric correction
involved in this derivation is delicate and greatly affects the
accuracy of the resulting spectral reflectance data [4]. Often,
additional postprocessing techniques such as spectral smoothing, i.e., spectral polishing [5], or spatial averaging are used
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(if possible due to target homogeneity) to improve spectral
accuracy at the cost of spatial resolution.
However, investigations have shown that it is possible to
improve the original derivation of surface reflectance by improving the accuracy of the instrument characteristics given as
input to this process [2].
Among instrument parameters used as input for this
calculation are detector bandwidths [given as full-width at
half-maximum (FWHM)] and band centers. Typically, the
values fed as input are those that were determined based on
the most recent (or prelaunch) laboratory calibration of the
instrument (e.g., via monochromator [6], etalon [7], or lowpressure gas lamps [8]). However, Gao et al. [9] introduced and
later enhanced [1] an atmospheric/solar feature curve-fitting
technique that allows for the refinement of band centers
derived from a particular scene recorded by the instrument.
Ramon et al. [10] and Casadio and Colagrande [11] performed
similar Medium-Resolution Imaging Spectrometer (MERIS)
calibration based on the O2 absorption feature. Neville et al. [2]
also used a feature-based method that is additionally able to
refine bandwidth information and further showed that the
improvement in resulting surface reflectance can remove the
need for additional spectral smoothing. While the accuracy
of these feature-matching techniques rely on the correctness of Moderate-Resolution Atmospheric Transmission
(MODTRAN) 4 (version 3, revision 1) [12] and its HighResolution Transmission Molecular Absorption (HITRAN)based [13] feature database, so does the atmospheric correction
of the scene in general—any underlying inaccuracies would
anyway negatively affect the derived surface reflectance.
While accurate band center and bandwidth data are assumed
to be the most important of the instrument input characteristics
in the surface reflectance derivation process, an additional parameter that can be given is the per-band SRF shapes—in place
of the standard practice of assuming strictly Gaussian shapes.
The goal of this work is to establish the feasibility of retrieving certain per-band SRF shapes directly from a scene by
measuring the effect of notable hypothetical SRFs on radiances
modeled under typical situations. The example instrument
chosen for this study is the currently being built Airborne
Prism Experiment (APEX) imaging spectrometer developed
within the framework of the European Space Agency’s funding
scheme Programme for the Development of Scientific Experiments (PRODEX). The aim of APEX is to present an Earth
observation platform that enables the reproducible measurement of the radiance field of the terrestrial surface at a local
and regional scale as well as acting as simulator, calibrator, and
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TABLE I
SELECTED MODTRAN 4 INPUT PARAMETERS
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This metric has the merit of directly implying nominal1
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) values (i.e., SNR = 100/
relative rms) needed by an instrument to achieve discernment,
although in practical application, other metrics may have more
desirable qualities.
III. R ESULTS

validation experiment fostering imaging spectroscopy application development [3], [14], [15].
II. M ETHOD
To establish discernment feasibility for typical applications,
a range of model parameters were selected to cover multiple
target types and multiple aerosol visibilities. To allow the simplification of studying a single surface and target altitude, only
Fraunhofer lines were used as the basis for selecting comparative feature windows (i.e., radiance values for bands on either
side of a particular feature). Windows surrounding atmospheric
(as opposed to solar) features should also be feasible, but results
are suspected to be more susceptible to scene-based variation
(e.g., in sensor altitude and water vapor content). Selected
MODTRAN 4 input parameters are shown in Table I.
Feature windows for comparison of the 75 MODTRAN 4
cases (five target reflectances × three visibilities × five SRF
shapes) were selected from among the Fraunhofer lines with
prominent enough features determined to be useful with current
instruments [18]. For each candidate feature, all window sizes
ranging from two to five bands on each side of the feature
were iteratively evaluated to choose the “best” window. The
window size is then fixed for that particular feature. Iterative
window selection allows for tuning the selection of features
most suitable for a particular instrument.
Reference filter response functions were arbitrarily selected
from standard theoretical models [17] and generated by a
MATLAB-based implementation [19] at fixed nominal band
centers and FWHMs specified for the APEX instrument. The
Gaussian shape of SRF filter generator was verified by both
reproducing exactly the example DATA/aviris.flt AVIRIS
filter response file delivered with MODTRAN 4 [20] for use
as the CARD 1A3 FLTNAM parameter and measurement via an
independently developed Gaussian fitting routine [21].
The Bartlett and box functions were chosen for being
extreme cases, and the cosine and Welch functions were chosen
for being similar to each other to estimate discernment sensitivity. The chosen evaluation metric for discernment is a relative
root mean square (rms) calculated as follows for a Gaussianbased window of radiances, LG , and a second SRF-based
window, LX :
 n
2
relative rms (%) =

i=1

(LGi −LXi )
n

LGi

× 100.

The results are visualized in Fig. 1 (for simplicity, at only
one of the three visibility values), but the implied nominal
instrument SNR requirements for all measurements are shown
in Table II.
In the figure, the top row shows six of the well-performing
Fraunhofer feature windows (for simplicity, the four candidate
SRF-convolved spectra are plotted only at the highest target
reflectance of 0.8, whereas the internal plots refer to the entire
range), whereas the left column shows the four SRFs that were
compared against the standard Gaussian SRF. The internal
plots then show the relative rms at five target reflectances (0.05,
0.1, 0.2, 0.4, and 0.8) for the corresponding feature window
and SRF.
In Table II, the information in the rows and columns correspond to the same information in the figure, with the addition of
the extravisibility dimension (5, 23, and 100 km). Table entries
that do not differ from the one directly above it are denoted
with ditto.
The most interesting general observations of the results are
as follows: The Bartlett SRF is generally the least discernible
from the Gaussian SRF; the A(O2 ) and B(O2 ) features seem
to have the lowest SNR requirements for discernment; the
seemingly very similar cosine and Welch SRFs appear to be
easily discernible when compared against the Gaussian; differing visibility and target reflectance values have mostly minor
influences on discernibility; for the APEX instrument, most
of the best performing feature windows contained only four
bands (although some features not shown here did best with
five and one with eight bands); and most importantly, SNR
requirements for discernment in some cases lie directly within
current typical instrument specifications (i.e., without the need
to employ signal enhancement postprocessing).
IV. D ISCUSSION
When selecting theoretical SRFs for this study, it was assumed that the cosine and Welch functions would most closely
match the Gaussian, due to visual inspection of their shape.
Inasmuch as the Bartlett function matches the Gaussian the
most and the box the least, the spectral coverage of the tails
of the SRF has proven to be more important for the resulting
signal than the area under the curve above the FWHM. Equally
surprising was the ease of discernibility between the cosine and
Welch functions with respect to the Gaussian-convolved result.
This could also be a result of the same effect, i.e., although
their shapes are similar, the coverage of their tails are clearly
different.

1A

sensor-specific noise model is not addressed in this work.
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Fig. 1. RMS (relative to Gaussian) of radiances for varying target reflectance per SRF per solar feature for selected cases at 5-km visibility.

Unsurprisingly, the good results obtained from the A(O2 )
and B(O2 ) features validate the popularity of these choices for
feature-based calibration in the prevailing literature.
It was unknown what effect differing visibility and target
reflectance cases would have on SRF discernibility; thus, the
resulting relative invariance shown by the results to these
variations have good implications on the simplicity of possible
retrieval methods.
Also unpredicted beforehand were the optimal spectral
ranges of the feature windows. Inasmuch as most of them
(18 out of 21 analyzed) performed best with the smallest
window size—two bands on each side of the window—one can
be somewhat confident that the resulting differences were most
influenced by the features in question, rather than neighboring
features or unknown sources.
The most satisfying results are the implied SNR requirements. None of the SRFs required an SNR of more than
1000 : 1, and most applications (e.g., snow, agriculture, and
mining) deal with target scenes that contain large enough

homogeneous areas that along-track averaging can be used to
easily achieve this performance.
There are, however, a few questions raised by seemingly
anomalous results in Table II. The most interesting, from
a shape discernment point of view, arises from the A(O2 )
column. Why is it that SRF shape discernment is affected
both by allowing visibility to vary (up to 8% between the 5and 100-km extremes at 0.8 target reflectance) and allowing
reflectance to vary (up to 6% between the 0.05 and 0.8 extremes at 5-km visibility), but only in the Bartlett case and
not for any of the other shapes? To investigate this, the fullresolution MODTRAN 4 (i.e., tape7) output was consulted. As
expected, for every group of five cases where the only varying
input parameter was the SRF filter, the full-resolution tape7
files were identical—only the channel-specific postconvolution
channels.out files differed. Thus, for any of these cases, if the
comparative difference between Gaussian-convolved spectra is
greater for one shape than it is for another, then it can only
be due to either the MODTRAN 4 implementation of this
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TABLE II
INSTRUMENT SNR REQUIREMENTS IMPLIED FROM RELATIVE RMS BETWEEN CANDIDATE SHAPE AND GAUSSIAN (SEE FIG. 1)

convolution or, more likely, simply a data-dependent mathematical artifact of either the convolution or the use of the relative
rms as the spectra discernment metric.
Finally, how can it be that for features K(Ca), H(Ca), and
G(Fe), relative discernibility between SRF shapes is unaffected
when visibility and target reflectance are allowed to vary, yet
in the case of the B(O2 ) feature at 5-km visibility, Bartlett
shape discernibility differed by 13% when reflectance was
allowed to vary between the 0.05 and 0.8 extremes? Again,
this outcome is directly due to the results produced by the
underlying MODTRAN 4 [12] and HITRAN [13] models and
are beyond the scope of this letter. However, we feel that a
maximum deviation in SNR of 13% for a 1600% change in
reflectance does not present a major hurdle in the development
of a useful SRF shape retrieval algorithm.
V. C ONCLUSION
The discernibility of the four theoretical SRFs from the
typically used Gaussian and their respective SNR requirements
at various Fraunhofer feature windows has been shown for
an instrument modeled on the currently being built APEX [3]
imaging spectrometer.
For some feature windows, these SNR values are already
within specification of current typical instruments such as
APEX. For other feature windows, the required SNR can often
be achieved with signal enhancement techniques such as alongtrack averaging of homogeneous targets.
It is suggested that because two of the examined SRFs were
so similar, sensitivity of discernment may yield retrieval of
realistic SRFs within a useful resolution. Additionally, iterative
feature window analysis allows for tuning the selection of
features that are most suitable for a particular instrument.
Ultimately, a band-by-band SRF retrieval method would
involve finding as many useful features as possible over an

instrument’s entire spectral range. It is suggested that in addition to the Fraunhofer features shown here, atmospheric
feature windows could be used for this purpose, but their use is
more susceptible to per-scene variation [22], which adds more
complexity to such a method. Finally, to cover those bands
that cannot be retrieved directly via Fraunhofer or atmospheric
features, per-detector interpolated fitting would be needed.
A spectrum matching-based SRF retrieval method would
minimally use a program such as [19], together with a particular
instrument’s band center and bandwidth characteristics to pregenerate MODTRAN 4 inputs for a slowly varying lookup table
of radiances, indexed by parameterized SRF shapes. Spectrum
matching would be performed using some to-be-determined appropriate metric, and retrieval of the shape could be performed
by reverse mapping the best matching lookup table entry index
to its shape. If the parameterized shapes chosen have appropriate characteristics (e.g., continuity), iterative searching might
be possible for increasing the accuracy of the retrieved shape. In
any case, a shape retrieval method would need to be integrated
with band center and bandwidth retrieval methods, as these iterative matching methods are not likely to be strictly independent.
Finally, to compliment investigation on SRF retrieval methods, it is recommended to perform a sensitivity study on the
effects of using incorrect SRF shapes in surface reflectance
product generation to ensure that such a retrieval is practically
worthwhile.
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